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Pascal Sagot
Private Chef Pascal Sagot has been offering for the last 15 years full service catering from intimate
dinner parties, family holidays to larger events all over the world.
Chef Pascal creates innovative cuisine from only the finest, freshest, most organic and locally sourced
ingredients.
His enthusiasm and passion for great food and meeting new people shine through in every dish he
creates and he presents an unforgettable experience from start to finish.
>>> Now looking for a permanent live-in position

PRIVATE  CHEF  

A B O U T

Born Décember 1969

 52 years old

 

French nationality

Fluent French and

English

 

Available immediately

Full time

Mobile France

 & International

 

Knows food and wine pairings

Excellent organisation and management skills

Experienced for organising banquets and receptions

Covid-19 Health & Safety Measures HACCP Expert

 

No Tatoos

Non smoking

Driving licence 

French passport

Triple vaccinated

No criminal record

Safety driver certified

Flexible and adaptable

Discreet and Trustworthy

Able to work independently

Calm, humble and professional

Open to travel with the Principals
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If you feel the need for change because you are fed-up with "déjà vu" (already seem) cooking
style, meet and try a real creative artist, chef Pascal, who is open-minded, always in search of
new flavors. Chef Pascal really knows how to make the best use of his multidisciplinary skills. His
main drive and motivation are, and have always been... passion !

 
His first passion in life - I have known him for 33 years - was photography. As I then was a radionews
anchorman, he became a colleague of mine in the field of photojournalism, reporting from various places in
France or the USA.
 
His second passion was driving. With Pascal, driving also became sort of an art. He trained other drivers, was
hired by the car manufacturer - Peugeot school to be a rallye pilot instructor and safety fleet consultant.
Afterwards, the world leader risk management company Marsh Mc Lennan had the good idea to recruit him.
 
At age 35, married and father of 2 girls, he decided to move away from the hectic lifestyle of large cities and
to enjoy the genuine "art de vivre à la française" in a remote and charming area of the French countryside.
Cooking at that time was already much more than a hobby ; a great sense of hospitality and sharing was
also part of his personality. So Pascal and his wife Laurence bought and fixed an old traditional mansion
near the city of Agen and the Garonne river. Many visitors from all over the world had a chance to discover
and enjoy their B&B. Pascal's fame and reputation for good food soon reached the Bordeaux area. On
occasions, he was asked to work as a "home chef" for private events or family reunions. Consequently, Pascal
and Laurence decided to diversify their activities and started a catering business for parties, weddings etc...
 
Today, chef Pascal is a well recognized and highly respected professional ; he writes recipes for a national
publishing company, acts as a jury member in cuisine contests, cooperates with other chefs in France and the
USA. His energy, enthusiasm and passion find him always ready to face and meet new challenges. He selects
the best products, cares about details, loves to meet real gourmets from all continents. Chef Pascal cooks
discreetly for many VIP 's, including stars, political leaders or fellow-artists. 
But for him, all genuine food lovers are VIP 's ! 

 

A Man of passion...
... a Chef like no other !
by Fabrice Le Quintrec *

*Fabrice Le Quintrec is a retired deputy editor-in-chief at Radio France, specializing in press reviews.
Former cultural attaché  at the French Embassy in Japan, he is also an auditor of the IHEDN (Institut des
Hautes Etudes de la Defense Nationale) and speaker at the Cours de civilization française at the Sorbonne.

B I O G R A P H Y
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STYLES OF COOKING 
From Bistronomy cuisine to family cooking Chef Pascal has a large
 range to create mouth-watering meals for you and your guests.

 
Menus are always well-balanced. Food is mainly organic and always fresh.

 

French

Vintage

Mediterranean

Grills & Roasting

Italian

Healthy

ne rime jamais
avec routine

C U I S I N E

kills the kitchen !
ROUTINE
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CULINARY SAVOIR-FAIRE

Rose of foie-gras and fig chutney                  Canapés on wedding cake style               Fresh vegetables & dips

Tomatoes 's caviar appetizer                         Garden party setting                                 Foie-gras gingerbread club sandwich

Vegan grafic salad                                         Gaspacho with basil sherbet                     Red mullet fillet on waffle and zucchini
                                                                                                                                         spaghetti
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Fish ceviche, mangoo and lime                    Dry sausage, duck rillette & dips                      Vegetable tartare

Hazelnuts terrine                                           Wine pairing                                                     Vineyard salad with bacon 
                                                                                                                                                marinated in red wine

Prawns/shrimps in Thaï spices                     Nordic plate with gambas, smoked salmon, blini and dill whipped cream
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Beef Tataki, sesame oil                                Sautéed mushrooms on  artichoke           Roasted pork on yesteryear's vegetables 

Candied pork cheek, sweet potato churros                                                                     MSC Fish of the day, pea espuma,
and vegetable millefeuille                              Marinated truit, fresh goatchesse             confite soy tomatoes on parmigiano 
                                                                       mousse on a hazelnut crumble                biscuit                    
                                                                                                                         
Provence's tomato                                        Leg of lamb "7 hours" and beans             Vegetable skewer
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Fruits naked cake                                          Cheese wedding cake                               Strawberries in lace crepes "Gavotte", 
                                                                                                                                          praline chantilly
              
Chocolate macaroon, hazelnut mousse                                                                             Apples and rhubarb Crumble
prune and armagnac ice cream                                                                 
                                                                                                                                         
Pavlova mango passion                               Strawberry coco mint soup                            Creme brulee like a cake
chocolate like a vanilla bean                         meringue pieces
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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Translation
"During the summer of 2020, we spent a week in Périgord. Pascal Sagot was recommended to
us by Michel Trama (former 3 stars at the Aubergade) while we were looking for a home chef in
the area to take care of our family and our guests and we did not regret it. 

Pascal delighted us throughout the stay by adapting to our desires. Everything has always been
very simple and natural. The products and wines have always been of high quality and the menu
advice perfectly adapted. 
Discreet and friendly, Mr. Sagot knows his job and it is with great pleasure that we recommend
him  to those who want to enjoy the region and its gastronomy."
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Translation

I, the undersigned, Michel Trama, owner of L’Aubergade, Relais & Châteaux *****
hotel and Chef of the eponymous restaurant, Michelin starred, 5 Gault & Millau
toques; member of the Grandes Tables du Monde and the Culinary College of
France, certifies:
- Collaborating with Chef Pascal Sagot since September 2017
- Having made many meals with him as part of the Les Bouffons de la Cuisine,
charity organization, of which I am the Founder President.

This allowed me to appreciate both his human and professionnal qualities.
His goal has always been to practise his job with talent and I have been able to
appreciate the quality of his services.

I also entrusted him with personal missions with my clients, such as:
- The organization, preparation and realization of caterings in a castle for the
wedding of Suzanne B., internationally renowned psychiatrist and her guests from
all over the world
- Private chef at the resort of Mr. K., founder of a famous international online sales
site and Business-Angel on many French companies.

They highlighted his kindness, his empathy, his ability to understand their needs,
his sense of adaptation and his hard work. And of course having enjoyed a
balanced and varied cuisine. They also told me that they particularly appreciated
his enthusiasm and his comprehensive approach, thanks to his life itinerary.

I can therefore  recommend Pascal Sagot in his search for a Private Chef position
who will share his passion and professionalism in the service of a family."
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Translation
My name is Adrien PEDRAZZI, I am
Executive Chef in my restaurant Pronto
al Gusto in Agen.
I had the opportunity to call on Mr.
Pascal SAGOT on several occasions in
my diversified activities of Chef at
home, Caterer, and various events.
I entrusted Mr. Sagot with various
services for some of my clients
"Prestige", I have only had very positive
feedback on his work, the quality of his
service, and his professionalism.
Pascal Sagot is a Chef who I can
always count on to perform
quality services when I cannot achieve
them myself.
We have worked together at
demonstrations with a good number
of Michelin-starred chefs, and I
recommend it to you.
I am at your disposal for any
additional information that
you would like to have.
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Chef Pascal Sagot

 Chemin de Lagrangette
47360 Saint Salvy

France
+33 6 03 98 94 17

pascal.sagot@terranaturis.fr
www.internationalprivatechef.com

https://www.internationalprivatechef.com/

